THE BERKELEY MASTER OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS: 
LEADERSHIP FOR A CHANGING WORLD

Earn an MPA degree from U.C. Berkeley’s Goldman School of Public Policy, the top-ranked program for policy analysis in the United States.

Designed as a flexible one-year program, the Berkeley MPA is for
- professionals with seven years or more of executive or leadership experience in public, non-profit or private-sector organizations,
- who seek the advancement, networks and professional renewal of a graduate degree.

Challenge yourself in an intensive ten-week summer core curriculum on the beautiful Berkeley campus:

- Engage in small classes taught by distinguished professors on the faculty of U.C. Berkeley’s Goldman School of Public Policy.
- Pursue a curriculum that blends a leadership/innovation focus with analytic tools:
  - Problems and Challenges that Require Innovative Thinking
  - Decision Making and Negotiation
  - Economic Analysis, Budgeting, and Performance Management
  - Strategic and Ethical Leadership

Complete the program over the following fall and spring taking courses in person at the Goldman School or online.

- Apply the tools of policy analysis and leadership to your individual Capstone Project. Create your own project or select one from a menu; develop it in a coached seminar with other experienced executives enrolled in the MPA program.
- Take courses part-time; choose between studying remotely and remaining in your current employment, or spending the year in residence at the Goldman School.

Experience the excellence that is Berkeley

- Study in a setting of remarkable beauty with many cultural and recreational amenities; enjoy the vibrant San Francisco Bay region.
- Join with accomplished executives from around the world to sharpen your skills and develop innovative responses to management and policy challenges.
- During the academic year, attend talks by top-tier speakers invited to the Goldman School and elsewhere on the Berkeley campus.

Invest in the Berkeley MPA to
accelerate your career,
expand your networks,
and achieve your professional goals.

Learn more: https://gspp.berkeley.edu/academics/berkeley-mpa
Admissions inquiries can be sent to: mpa@berkeley.edu